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TONIGHT’S half-hour talk begins 
promptly at 7.15pm, when Will 

Handley will tell us about the cosmic 
microwave background radiation 
left over from the Big Bang and our 
methods for detecting it.

His talk will be followed by an 
opportunity to observe if (and only 
if…) the weather is clear.

The IoA’s historical Northumber-
land and Thorrowgood telescopes 
will be open for unaided-eye 
observations, and we will be staffing 
some smaller telescopes around the 
observatory lawns.

The Cambridge Astronomical 
Association will also provide an out-
doors floorshow relaying live images 
from three modern telescopes, with 
commentary.

If we’re unlucky and it’s cloudy, 
then we’ll offer you a cup of tea as 
compensation, and the CAA will 
offer some more astro-information 
afterwards in the lecture theatre for 
those who want to stay on.

TONIGHT’S SPEAKER

Will Handley
The cosmic microwave background:
Our probe of the birth of the Universe
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ASTRONOMERS have found that they 
can predict the age of a star from how 
fast it is spinning.

Most of the stars in our Galaxy are 
similar to our Sun, or smaller; such 
“main sequence” stars are known to 
rotate more slowly as they get older. 
A star’s spin also depends on its mass: 
heavier stars tend to spin faster than 
lighter ones. By measuring a star’s 
mass and spin rate, astronomers can 
now estimate its age to within 10%.

But how do you know how fast a 
star is spinning? The periodic dimming 
of a distant star allows astronomers to 
determine how fast dark star spots—
directly analogous to sunspots on our 

Sun—travel with the surface of the star 
as it rotates.

The relationship between spin rate 
and age was found by measuring the 
rotation rates of stars contained in 
clusters of known age. Very young 
stars (less than half a billion years old) 
spin at a rate of about once a week; 
this slows to once every 10 days at an 
age of one billion years, and once every 
26 days for our Sun (which is about 
five billion years old).

Being able to tell the ages of stars 
provides important context for under-
standing how stars evolve with time, 
and the likelihood of them being ac-
companied by an exoplanet system.

Comet lander Philae still missing in action
A DETAILED imaging search undertaken by the Rosetta spacecraft has failed to 
pinpoint the location of the Philae lander on Comet 67P. 

The mission team suspect the lander’s final landing spot is in a dark gulley 
just off the top of one of the comet’s two main lobes. Rosetta was programmed to 
scan this area in detail, but was unable to successfully detect Philae.

The main spacecraft has now backed off to a distance of over 20 km away 
from the comet, to continue its scientific monitoring of the onset of cometary 
activity as the nucleus warms up. It seems that the most likely option for finding 
the lander now is simply to wait until the comet turns, so that Philae’s solar pan-
els are illuminated sufficiently to power it up again.

Communications with the lander could be re-established around May or June 
this year, hopefully in time to resume scientific operations by the time the comet 
makes its closest approach to the Sun (and thus is most active) in September.

Believe
the spin:
Rotation 
of a star 
reveals
its age
Image: Harvard-
Smithsonian Centre 
for Astrophysics
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YOU CURRENTLY have a chance to 
catch both Mercury and Venus in the 
evening twilight.

Mercury is notoriously difficult to 
observe, but the fact that it’s so close to 
the much brighter Venus (and also to 
the thin crescent Moon on 21st January) 
gives you a handy guide.

The diagram below shows their 
relative positions very low above the 
horizon, looking almost due south-west 
at 5pm over the next week.

As Mercury is eight times fainter 
than Venus, it’s best sought through 
binoculars once you’ve located Venus 
(but only safely after the Sun has set!).

Spot Mercury with a 
little help from Venus

– What kind of plates do they use in space?
– Flying saucers.

Scott’s joke of the week

THREE of eight newly discovered exoplanets are in orbit around their host 
stars at a distance where the temperature is potentially just right for liquid 
water to exist on the planet’s surface.

These three new planets join the ranks of five previously known “Earth-like” 
planets (see image above): those with a diameter less than twice that of the 
Earth, and inferred to orbit in the habitable zone of their host stars. Two of the 
new planets (Kepler-438b and Kepler-442b) are very similar to Earth in size 
(only 12–33% larger) and are likely to be rocky, “terrestrial” objects.

Both of these planets orbit around red dwarf stars that are far smaller, dim-
mer and cooler than our own Sun. Kepler-438b circles its star every 35 days, 
while Kepler-442b completes one orbit every 112 days.

The new findings come from over 4,000 exoplanet candidates picked out by 
the Kepler Space Telescope during its four-year mission, and bring the total 
number of confirmed exoplanets (verified by follow-up ground-based observa-
tions) to over 1,000.

Image: NASA

3 more Earth-like exoplanets found

ALTHOUGH many exoplanets out there are nothing like 
Earth, new simulations suggest that some of these could also 
be habitable. 

The primary factor deemed necessary for habitability is 
whether a planet can host liquid water on its surface. Not 
much water is needed; for example, while water covers 70% 
of Earth’s surface, it only makes up 0.1% of the planet’s bulk.

But it’s not just a matter of water being at the right 
temperature—it has to stay on the surface for long enough 
(billions of years) to allow life to develop within it. On Earth, 
the longevity of the oceans is maintained by a planet-wide 
recycling process; if the water dragged underground by plate 
tectonics at the seafloor is not returned to the surface via 
volcanism, the oceans would have disappeared entirely.  

One of the types of exoplanets thought to be most com-
mon are “super-Earths”, which have masses up to five times 
that of Earth, and are larger by up to 1.5 times. New compu-
ter simulations of the expected conditions on such super-

Supersized exo-Earths 
might host oceans, life

Earths—in particular how long it would take oceans to form 
after the planet cools enough for its crust to solidify—sug-
gest that they are even better than Earth at establishing and 
maintaining oceans.

It might, however, take longer to develop both the right 
chemistry and a suitable atmosphere on these planets, be-
fore life actually does come along.

Artist’s impression of a gas giant planet rising over the horizon of an 
alien waterworld. Image: D. Aguilar (CfA)
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